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Magnitude spectrograms are the standard in speech visualization.
In their digital form, they suggest image processing as a powerful
tool for speech research. The present article recommends auditory
magnitude spectrograms (AMS) for this task, continuing the work
of Terhardt [1,2], Heinbach [3] and Mummert [4, 5]. Three sections
give arguments concerning speech representation, interpretation and
modification.

1. Representation

In contrast to traditional magnitude spectrograms of constant analy-
sis bandwidth, a straightforward analysis-resynthesis pair can be
given for AMS images. The resynthesis method presented below
obtains 16bit sound-files of very high quality from 8bit image-files,
without restrictions to voiced speech or similar, and without iterative
processes [6]. Informal listening tests over headphones yielded faint
or no degradation from the CD-quality originals.

1.1. Analysis

Signal-to-AMS conversion is accomplished with the auditory
Fourier-t-transformation [2, 3] implemented as a filter bank, each
channel consisting of a complex demodulator followed by a low-
pass filter. The actually used filter parameters [4, 5] are: quadruple
real pole, normalized frequency function, compensated time delay,
mathematical 3 dB bandwidth of 0.3 Bark. Only magnitude is evalu-
ated, quantized in 0.5 dB steps. For the resynthesis method presented
below, an AMS must have the sampling rate of the time signal and a
channel spacing of 0.05 Bark. Convenient storage and image display
may require downsampled versions.

Figure 1 shows the lower frequency section of such an AMS.

1.2. Resynthesis

AMS-to-signal conversion is accomplished with the following for-
mula:

si = y ^

with n such that

| j.

(i)
(2)

(3)

To the speech time-signal Si, each channel k contributes a sinusoidal
signal of the given instantaneous amplitude \Sik\- The instantaneous
phase <j>ik is composed of a predecessor phase and a phase increment.
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The predecessor phase </>;_ i,fc+n is taken from the neighbour chan-
nel k + n with maximum amplitude |S;_i,fc+n|; optimal searching
width is N = 5, closely below the minimal distance of spectral
peaks. The phase increment is given by the (angular) channel fre-
quency uJk times the sampling interval Ts. Phase initialization and
handling of multiple amplitude maxima do not play a crucial role.

1.3. Underlying principle

The presented resynthesis method provides spectral phase locking
and temporal phase continuity for the micro "hills" of a magnitude
spectrogram, so that a reanalysis of a resynthesized spectrogram
shows the same hills again. Neither original absolute phases nor
original phase relations among the hills are reproduced, but this is not
required for auditorily correct resynthesis - as long as the hill ridges
(contours, Figure 2) keep certain minimal distances in frequency
[1,3] and time [4, 5]. This can only be ensured by employing an
auditory filter bank.

It should be noticed that the presented resynthesis method is not
equivalent to resynthesizing just the frequency contours or part tones
[3] (horizontal lines in Figure 2). Disregarding the time contours or
part clicks [4] (vertical lines in Figure 2) causes tonalization. For di-
rect resynthesis of frequency and time contours together, good phase
specification has turned out to be rather complicated [5], whereas
AMS resynthesis can exploit the inevitable uncertainty of linear
analysis as a margin for phase specification, thus allowing the given
simple formulation.

Why the small analysis bandwidth of 0.3 Bark? The resynthe-
sis still mishandles the time contours, shifting their energy onto
the frequency contours. Thus an analysis with a bias toward the
frequency-contour side yields better over-all results, excellent in the
case of speech.

2. Interpretation

Purposeful image processing requires image interpretation. This sec-
tion argues for the expressiveness of AMS images.

2.1. Physiological interpretation

An AMS can be interpreted as a simplified representation of the
excitation level along the basilar membrane in the inner ear [7].
Hence features of the neurophysiological periphery can be added to
this model, such as aspects of masking (see section 3.1.).

2.2. Psychoacoustical interpretation

Resynthesis of selected AMS parts can demonstrate that the follow-
ing elementary categories of auditory sensation [7, 8] are associated
with characteristic AMS features, reflecting elements of acoustic
speech production:

• Harmonicity and virtual pitch are associated with a regular spec-
tral configuration of hills (FO harmonics), reflecting voiced excit-
ation.

• Noise sensation is associated with an irregular cluster of hills,
reflecting fricative excitation.

• Roughness is associated with a regular temporal configuration of
hills, reflecting intermittent excitation.

• Timbre is associated with a spectral configuration of prominent
hills (formants), reflecting cavity shape.

• Loudness is associated with the integral amplitude of a hill con-
figuration, reflecting source energy.

• Event sensation, subjective duration and rhythm are associated
with a temporal configuration of prominent edges, reflecting
abrupt changes in source energy.
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Figure 1. Auditory magnitude spectrogram (blackening indicates amplitude), visualizing an utterance from a German male newscaster: "Und
nun das Wetter in Bayern bis morgen friih". An AMS can be easily resynthesized to a speech signal of very high quality (see section 1.2.).
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Figure 2. As Figure 1, but contourized to part tones and part clicks (thickness indicates amplitude), representing primary auditory gestalts (see
section 2.3.).

The first three AMS features constitute the micro structure, the
last three the macro structure, reflecting the excitation-filter model
of acoustic speech production (source energy is modelled by filter
gain). "Micro" and "macro" should not be taken too literally: the
respective ranges of the time-frequency scales overlap to a great ex-
tent, and thus the structures cannot be properly separated by simple
filtering. However, on the premises of linear non-adaptive analysis,
an AMS represents both structures quite optimally: the special in-
creasing analysis bandwidth is suited, for example, to both natural
movement of harmonics and natural bandwidth of formants, gener-
ally outperforming the constant analysis bandwidth - narrowband
and wideband.

2.3. Gestalt-psychological interpretation

Contourization plays an elementary role as a link between the worlds
of physics and information in both visual and auditory perception.
The contours in Figure 2 represent primary auditory gestalts, group-
ing to secondary gestalts, and so on [9].

This motivates the most ambitious interpretation of an AMS as
an image which can stimulate processes of higher visual perception
analogous to processes of higher auditory perception. So via an
AMS, methods of cognitive image processing become applicable to
speech (see section 3.2.).

3. Modification

Modification and subsequent resynthesis of AMS images yields
speech without annoying artifacts, provided that the minimal con-
tour distances are obeyed and no channel signals with overly steep
slopes or steps are produced. However, the latter can be repaired by
employing a suitable synthesis filter bank [10].

Two basic examples of the use of the above AMS interpretations
follow.

3.1. Detail reduction

A simple and quantitatively exaggerated model of spectral and tem-
poral masking can reduce AMS images to a few perceptually most
relevant islands (Figure 3). An auditory amplitude threshold in the
form of a smoothed AMS is applied, using the above given auditory
analysis kernel again, with a multiple of the spread in frequency and
time. Moreover, keeping only frequency contours and reducing their
time, frequency and amplitude resolution [3], the data rate goes down
to a few kbit/s, while resynthesis still produces intelligible speech.

The method suffers from musical noise due to part-tone singu-
larization, but it is more robust than vocoder parametrization of
comparable rate and effort. Hence further investigations should be
worthwhile.

For instance, the part-tone amplitudes of such a reduced pattern
carry much less information than the part-tone frequencies - this
could be exploited in hearing aids for recruitment patients, fixing the
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Figure 3. As Figure 2, but reduced to a few elementary part tones, still resynthesizable to intelligible speech (see section 3.1.)-

Figure 4. (From Bregman). A visual analogon to the auditory effect
of noise clipping: cutting out the black mask is harmful instead of
helpful for the recognition (see section 3.2.).

amplitudes to (individually frequency-dependent) values equidistant
from the hearing and pain thresholds.

3.2. Noise reduction

The above described amplitude threshold recalls techniques often
tried in speech enhancement, aiming to increase the SNR and event-
ually the intelligibility. Corresponding informal experiments with
AMS yield disappointing results: setting to zero the islands domi-
nated by background noise leads to impaired intelligibility, as has
already been formally demonstrated for a constant-bandwidth repre-
sentation [11].

It has been concluded that along with the noise, not completely
masked speech parts contributing to intelligibility are also removed
[11]. However, considering the analogy between visual and auditory
perception described above, impaired intelligibility can already be
explained supposing that nothing audible but noise is removed.

Figure 4 (from Bregman [12]) may be understood as a visual
analogon to the auditory effect of noise clipping: cutting out the black
mask produces wrong explicit contours and prevents right implicit
contours - the "B" symbols cannot be recognized from the processed
version (left), but can be from the unprocessed (right). Hence even
the removal of completely masked parts is harmful instead of helpful
for the recognition.

Unfortunately, in demonstrations of noise reduction this effect is
often obscured by playing the unprocessed version first ("priming").
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